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From the Editor

I

will always be amazed at the extraordinary talents and diverse design styles that come across my desk — all equally notable whether
in contemporary glass, warm woods, lush textures or clean lines.
And whether imagining the possibilities of an entire home or a single space from an empty lot or an existing structure in need of a little
tender loving care. The featured projects in this issue are no exception with European-style cabinetry, handcrafted wood details, marble-surrounded baths and fabrics that look extravagant but are very livable.
Jumping into your pool from your living room might seem like a fabulous amenity in a vacation rental, but for one couple, it’s an everyday occurrence. Thanks
to Steve Zagorsky Architect and Smith Builders who made this complicated design possible, and Denise Foester who contributed to the modern yet elegant yet
ultra-comfortable interiors, this new Austin home is quite the showplace. Next, a
remodel and addition by Element 5 Architecture stemmed from a vision that only
a few could imagine. Then, it was a family affair for architect Craig McMahon,
his interior designer wife and his talented craftsman brother. Having already
remodeled several of their personal homes, they spent nearly six years and a lot
of searching for just the right materials before transforming their Alamo Heights
home. Designer Jennifer Greer Hartman was inspired by her homeowners’ desire for a cool city vibe reminiscent of their Tribeca apartment days. And Julie
Evans revamped a master suite with rich colors, contrasting textures and shiny
finishes that both the husband and wife and their dog could live comfortably in.
This time of year always brings Pantone’s announcement of their featured
color – a bright green for 2017, and chocolate will be on the forefront with Valentine’s Day, Easter and every other day thanks to local chocolatiers who are
passionate about their craft.
On a final note, if you have experienced the luxury of a bidet on travels abroad,
bringing one home has never been easier and more indulgent.
Hope you’re enjoying our beautiful Central Texas weather,

Trisha Doucette

On The Cover:
Literally a sculptural piece of art both inside and
out, this stunning Austin home rises from a cubelike formation to three stories of glass, stucco and
architectural fetes. Page 20
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EDITOR’S ESSENTIALS
NEW FACEBOOK PAGE
I am happy announce that Austin-San Antonio Home Design
& Décor Magazine has a new Facebook page! You can find all
of the great projects, trends, travel and food destinations we
feature, along with a few new ones. I invite and encourage you
to follow our new page. You’ll receive new and inspiring home
and lifestyle-related posts every couple of days and it’s a great
resource for when you are redoing a kitchen or bath, looking
for a weekend activity or new food to try. While you’re at it,
LIKE our sister magazines for even more great ideas: Charlotte
Home Design & Décor Magazine and Triangle Home Design &
Décor Magazine.
WITTE AND THE ROCK ART FOUNDATION
If you’ve never taken a road trip to the Lower Pecos region of
Southwest Texas, it’s quite the destination. It is home to some
of the most significant archeological sites in North America,
including The White Shaman Preserve and Seminole State Historical Park. For decades, The Rock Art Foundation has promoted research, conservation and access to these breathtaking
sites, and just recently transferred all assets and property to
the Witte Museum in San Antonio. The Witte has a long history of excavation and studies of the people of the Lower Pecos region, and houses more than 20,000 artifacts from these
ancient sites. And the opening of the New Witte this spring
will bring the Kittie West Nelson Ferguson People of the Pecos
Gallery where visitors will be immersed in prehistoric life. To
see these spectacular sites up close and in person, the Witte
will also offer access to The White Shaman Preserve, and while
you’re down there, check out the numerous additional prehistoric and historic sites throughout the Lower Pecos region of
Southwest Texas. Wittemuseum.org, Rockart.org
CULTUREMAP AUSTIN & SAN ANTONIO
My fave food writer Claudia Alarcon is a regular in the Where
To Eat segments of CultureMap Austin. If you are ever in search
of a place to dine or drink in Austin, she’s your gal. An enviable
job, Claudia does the legwork of finding new and tried-and-true
restaurants across the city, along with best places for special occasions, outdoor dining and brunches, to name a few. She spotlights superstar chefs and chefs-on-the-rise, and introduces the
newest food and cocktail trends. Her San Antonio counterpart is
Suzanne Taranto-Etheredge who does equally extensive listings,
with topics like the Top 5 healthy restaurant options, neighborhood roundups and where to eat if you’re an out-of-towner — a
simple reminder for us locals. In fact, CultureMap is simply the
best place to search for everything cool and exciting in both cities. Beyond bars and restaurants, you’ll find updates on arts and
entertainment, fashion, travel and even home design. If you’re
not already a fan, you will be soon. Austin.culturemap.com,
Sanantonio.culturemap.com
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CROSS is a full-service
residential remodeling company
with an established customer base
in San Antonio and the
surrounding areas. We specialize
in transforming kitchens and
bathrooms into luxurious spaces.

Discover the CROSS difference at cross-tx.com
cross-tx.com • (210) 826-7200

TIMELESS
INTERIORS

WE MOVED!
Please visit us at
our new showroom in

LAKEWAY

S pe cia l iz i ng in
Wood, Tile, Quartz, Natural Stone, Granite and Carpet
ELEGANT DESIGNS, BEAUTIFUL DECOR
The Timeless Interiors philosophy is as timeless as our products: To provide our customers the highest level of service,
the most excellent technical and design assistance, and the best product quality at the most competitive pricing. From precision
fabrication to expert installation, our staff has the experience and technical know-how to deliver your job.
From spectacular backsplash designs, countertops, fireplace surrounds or flooring, Timeless Interiors offers a one-stop shop for all your
interior/exterior surface needs. Specializing in quartz, granite, tile and other natural materials, we provide a level of expertise and service
matched by none. Our beautiful new showroom is located in Lakeway. Stop by today for inspiration or call for an appointment.

1110 RR 620 South | Lakeway, TX 78734 | 512-835-8453
w w w. t i m e l e s s i n t e r i o r s t x . c o m
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CUSTOM WOOD COUNTERTOPS

We are a premier manufacturer of custom solid wood island tops, countertops and tables. Each piece produced
is individually handcrafted to your specifications with the highest quality of craftsmanship, and utilizing a wide variety
of traditional and exotic hardwoods. We also specialize and take pride in working with
native hardwoods such as Texas Walnut, Texas Pecan and Texas Mesquite.

Butcher Block Tops • Island Tops • Bar Tops • Custom Wood Tables

DeVos Custom Woodworking
512.894.0464
w w w. d e vo swo o d wo r king. c o m

home design
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PHOTO BY CHARLES QUINN
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ON THE
WATER,
IN THE
CITY
By Mauri Elbel
Photography by Charles Quinn

Imagine walking downstairs in a swim suit,
stepping your bare feet onto smooth travertine
before dipping them into a pool of water and
swimming beneath the wall of glass separating
the indoors from the outdoors. Gliding
weightlessly back and forth in the outdoor lap
pool abutting the house without ever opening
a door sounds a bit like a far-flung fantasy. But
it’s an architectural reality for a professional
couple living in a spectacular modern oasis in
the middle of bustling Central Austin.
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A

joint collaboration from Steve Zagorski Architect, Smith Builders and Denise Foester Interior Design, the stunning stucco and glass
house tucked off of 45th Street and Red River was built for a pharmacist and a doctor
who has a medical practice right next
door. Inspired by the famous Schroder House built in 1925 by
Gerrit Rietveld, the three-story home emulates an exploding
cube with its linear layers and floating sheets of glass.
“The house was meant to be a sculptural piece of art as
much as we could make it that,” says Zagorski. “There is a
little bit of a play on interiority and exteriority. It is a little
ambiguous on what’s inside and what is outside which helps
create the illusion of making the house feel bigger, too.”
Prior to the project, Zagorski had worked with the clients on
an addition to their previous home located on the lake. When
they were ready to build on their centrally-located property
shared with the doctor’s existing office building, they hired
him once again.
At 3,400-square-feet, the three-story house makes the
most of its limited lot size while creating a deceptively large
and open feel on each floor thanks to the ample use of glass
which blurs the lines between inside and out. A 25-foot
NanaWall system can be opened to further expand the first
floor and connect it to the outdoors with creamy travertine
floors continuing to the lap pool which forms part of the
home’s foundation.

A weeping wall, made with river rock from Mexico, features sheets of continuously flowing water to create a tranquil experience. Lueders limestone pavers allow the doctor
to “walk on water” for his commute to and from the office
–– a concept that began as a joke before being integrated into
the design. A three-story glass tower that houses an elevator
features a suspended glass corner
that allows the pool, beautifully executed by Richard Lynch from Poolscapes, to become an integral feature
inside the home.
The various architectural details
found throughout the home weren’t
easy to execute, admits Cary Smith,
project manager with Smith Builders who came on board after the
original builders backed out of the
challenging project before construction began. Citing a long list of challenges ranging from excavating the
site eight feet to get to the right soil
to working around the clock with engineers to properly hang the floating
sheets of glass and creating the floating structure over the pool, Smith
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says one of his favorite things about the design was getting all
of the tricky details right.
“Bringing all of the structural aspects together is part of
what makes me so proud of this project,” says Smith. “It was a
challenge trying to get it all right. This was something we had
never done and a little unusual to say the least, but it turned
out great.”
It’s all of the special details that combine to become the design’s greatest assets: the dangling light fixture that extends
from the third floor down to the first floor; the cube-like master bedroom with skylights that lead to the rooftop terrace ––
a spot to relax and soak in views that eyeball the downtown
skyline and The University of Texas at Austin Tower; the floating staircase with handmade white oak treads.
Ultra modern on the outside, the home’s exterior is defined
by white stucco and glass with clear cypress soffits. But inside
the home, interiors designed by Foester take on a more transitional feel. Combining clean lines and glossy, polished finishes
with warm colors and softer upholstered pieces, the vibe is
elegant yet comfortably livable.
“My clients wanted their home to be stylistically modern
without being cold and sterile,” says Foester. “Once you enter
the home, it feels like an oasis in the middle of a busy neighborhood that is part of a growing and dynamic city. It does not
matter that there are windows everywhere. Once you are in
the house, the rest of the world fades into the background.”
The kitchen, with modern European-style cabinets and German appliances, set the tone for the rest of the interiors.
“The kitchen was basically a blank slate when I was given
the first set of plans,” recalls Foester. “It was such a focal
point of the first floor’s open floor plan, I knew its design
would be key in creating the home my clients were dreaming of. Once the modern design was set and the warm color
palette was established, the design of the rest of the house
flowed seamlessly.”
Now the light-filled space boasts Wild Rice Caesarstone®
countertops, a backsplash in Stone Solutions Twilight Mist,
glossy beige and caramelo wood cabinets, and statement lighting such as the Robert Abbey oval chandelier hanging above
the dining table.
On the second floor, the master bathroom is a modern
interpretation of a Turkish bath with polished Carrara marble floors, Tundra Grey marble shower walls and Brazilian
Carrara countertops. The master shower head is built into
the skylight which gives the illusion of being rained on in
the sunshine.
24 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO
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For a couple used to living on the lake, moving to the city
didn’t require sacrificing water views. And of all of the home’s
exceptional details, it’s the ability to swim outside without
ever opening the door that remains the most spectacular.
“You can get up from your living room chair and walk
over to the stairs and you are in the pool,” says Smith who
couldn’t resist experiencing the sensation for himself one
day right before the home was complete. “I can’t describe it.
It’s just fantastic.” u
ARCHITECT Steve Zagorski Architect
512.789.3259 | Stevezagorski.com
BUILDER Smith Builders
512.206.0027 | Smithbuilders.com
DESIGNER Denise Foester Interior Design
512.567.7759
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Reimagined in

Rollingwood
By Mauri Elbel
Photography by David Stewart
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Clean and contemporary on the outside and sleek and spacious on the inside,
the modern transformation of a modest mid-century home sitting on an oak-peppered lot
in Austin’s Rollingwood neighborhood was born out of a big vision and a little bit of faith.

W

hen local developer Landon
Doyle of LD Construction and
Remodeling came across a nondescript home nestled on a half-acre
corner lot in one of Austin’s most desired neighborhoods, he immediately
saw its potential. The 1960’s home was small — at just 1,948
square feet, it was a fraction of the size of the neighboring houses that had either been added onto or torn down and rebuilt
over the years. Doyle wanted to at least double the home’s size

to compete in an area surrounded by homes averaging 5,000
square feet and above so he turned to Nick Mehl of Element 5
Architecture and hired VK Construction + Remodeling to bring
his vision to life.
From the beginning, Doyle saw past the home’s unimaginative exterior and cramped, poorly-lit interior while focusing
his appreciation on its existing layout and structure which he
thought were well-suited for a remodel.
“It had a style I liked outside, and I felt bad about tearing
something down that I felt was alright in terms of structure,”
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Doyle says. “I really liked how it was already set up, and I
knew I could work with it by adding a second floor and flattening the roof. I could see past some of the things that some
people don’t see.”
Mehl admits he was initially hesitant of the remodel, preferring instead to start with a clean slate. But upon further investigation of the home, he began to agree with Doyle, a developer
he had worked with on numerous past projects, and the two
got to work on modernizing the mundane home.
“To bring the house up to the current standards, especially
for resale, the kitchen and living room had to be much bigger
and open,” explains Mehl. “The home needed more natural
light inside and required more square footage to keep up with
its neighbors.”
One of the things Doyle liked about the original home was
its basic U-shaped pattern that hugged a central courtyard.
The remodel reused the existing slab and brick and stayed
true to the original footprint of the home with the exception of
a small expansion at the back of the downstairs living room.
Sitting on a large corner lot with ample room to grow, the
second floor addition created 2,300 additional square feet of
space and more than doubled the home’s original size.
Now tucked back from the street on the lush, hilly lot, the
4,200-square-foot, six-bedroom, five-bathroom home fits
within the context of the neighborhood while standing out
with an updated design that respects its origins.
To architecturally enhance the home, Mehl sought to bring
30 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO

in more natural light, an objective achieved through the addition of numerous windows and the removal of the existing
wooden deck on the back of the house which blocked out a
substantial amount of sunlight.
Replacing a large section of bricks with 24 feet of floor-to-ceiling windows spanning across the kitchen and foyer downstairs
now floods the home with natural light. The design raised the
downstairs ceilings by two feet with the now 10-foot-high ceilings enhancing the open feel throughout the space.
The kitchen, previously small and outdated, was enlarged
to create better flow and function by rearranging cabinetry
and installing a large honed Striato Olympico island with a
waterfall edge that becomes the focal point of the space. Dark
Carbono quartz countertops and a glistening stainless penny
round backsplash contrast nicely with white cabinets and
shiny stainless steel appliances.
Previously sunken with multiple step-downs, the main living space was leveled out with concrete that shines with a diamond polish and transitions flawlessly with white oak floors
stained ebony in the bedrooms. The fireplace, surrounded by a
Venetian plaster surface that runs from the floor to the ceiling,
creates a visual separation between a smaller, more intimate
living space near the entry and a larger one featuring a window wall separated by a built-in media cabinet and geometric
wallpaper that adds visual interest and texture to the room.
Walnut panels near the kitchen tie in with walnut floating
shelves stretching from the fireplace, bringing warmth to the
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contemporary space.
One of the remodel’s most dramatic transformations occurs within its
entryway where an open riser stair,
taller ceilings and clerestory windows
combine to create an open and inviting
entry point. Signature of Doyle’s remodels, the custom steel stair system
remains minimalist in style and features white oak treads reinforced with
an exposed steel bar running through
the center. Above the stairs, a tongue
and groove pine ceiling painted ebony
complements the floors.
Upstairs, the sprawling master suite
contains an enviable bathroom — a
sleek and spa-worthy space bedecked
in vein cut marble featuring a large
soaking tub and walnut custom cabinets. A beautiful Ipe bench spans the
length of the expansive shower, loaded
with plumbing features that create
eight separate spouts of water to delight the senses.
On the exterior, existing brick was
repainted white to blend in well with
the additions of stucco and Ipe. The
focal point of the home is the reimagined courtyard, complete with a
wooden boardwalk and cascading water feature that creates a calming and
inviting experience as one enters the
home. On the side of the home that
faces a high-traffic street, Mehl broke
up the volume and created visual appeal with a stacked two-story bay
window that protrudes from the dining room downstairs and master bathroom upstairs. A tapered roof overhang with a black metal underside
is carried around the entire house,
giving the illusion that the windows
touch the roofline and making the roof
appear thinner and lighter with its tapered edge.
On the back of the house, a large
terrace extends off the second floor
overlooking a meticulously landscaped yard shaded by towering trees.
The new deck below now functions as
an open and inviting space to gather,
featuring tall ceilings and an outdoor
FEBRUARY/MARCH 2017
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ARCHIECT Element 5 Architecture
512.473.8228 | Element5architecture.com
kitchen setup equipped with a six-foot linear fire pit, barbecue grill and outdoor refrigerator ideal for entertaining.
Overall, the remodel is just as alluring on the outside as it
is on the inside, proving that good design can build on what
already existed to transform an ordinary house into the spectacular home it was meant to be. u
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BUILDER VK Construction + Remodeling
512.897.3710 | Vkremodeling.com
DEVELOPER Landon Doyle
LD Construction and Remodeling & Shamrock Realty
512.784.9636
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
AT ITS BEST
By Angela Rabke
Photography by Dror Baldinger and Mark Menjivar

While everyone takes seriously the task of remodeling their homes, architects take the process to an
entirely new level. The combination of professional knowledge, personal preference, budget and family
opinions can make for complicated calculus, but San Antonio-based architect Craig McMahon’s former
residence is a testament to the magic that can happen with patience, talent and a skilled relative or two.
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BALDINGER

A

fter moving to San Antonio from Santa Monica
in 1999, Craig and his wife Molly (an interior
designer) were eager to settle in a home that
replicated the seamless indoor/outdoor
vibe that they had grown accustomed
to in California. When they discovered a split-level mid-century ranch house among the treelined streets of the Alamo Heights neighborhood, they were
hooked. “We were inspired by the mature landscape and we
really loved the neighborhood, so we jumped when the home
became available. We began renovations as soon as we moved
in,” Craig shared. The remodel took place in phases, and last-

BALDINGER

ed a total of six years. The family, including their three young
kids, lived in the home the entire time, but the duo was not
intimidated by the task at hand. “We had already worked together on three or four homes, so this came very naturally for
us,” he said.
The home won several awards, but the journey was long.
“We began outside because it was really important to us to engage the outdoors more,” said Craig. “We wanted the mature
oaks and landscaping to feel integrated with the interiors, so
we focused on porches, courtyards and the area around the
pool.” The family added a screened porch, including an outdoor fireplace for the rare chilly night. Cor-Ten Steel, stucco
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MENJIVAR

and Douglas fir replaced the original shingle siding, transforming every side of the structure, but it was especially important
to this architect to maintain the integrity of the original home.
“We did not want to tear down the home, even though it’s popular to demolish them in this area. Our goal was to salvage and
modernize it.” The split-level home is divided into three levels,
so the pair worked one room at a time, level by level. Bedrooms
were a big priority, and the pair opened up the master suite,
adding a porch to fully connect the room to the trees outdoors,
and addressing the rest of the bedrooms as they camped in
the kitchen. He laughingly shared the story of the time that
38 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO

the neighborhood police showed up in the middle of the night,
thinking that the family sleeping in the kitchen were squatters.
In addition to rehabbing the existing bedrooms, Craig envisioned a cozy treehouse-like copula that would create balance
between the different levels of the home while providing an
additional light-filled bedroom among the tree branches that
would eventually be occupied by their young son. The original
house was very compartmentalized, as were many houses that
were built during the era, so the family methodically began
opening up rooms and removing walls from between spaces.
The original 2,400-square-foot home, built in 1958, grew to its
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current 3,400 square feet over the course of the entire remodel, and includes five bedrooms and four baths.
“We were working towards a great room concept that would
improve and modernize the house, and allow us to live outside as much as inside.” Still inspired by their California roots,
Craig sought out Douglas fir as a dominant material. Douglas
fir is commonly used in California, but it was a challenge to
find it in San Antonio. Determined, he was able to find materials in salvage yards and work with mills to create the warm
paneling that is featured throughout the house. The fireplace,
a centerpiece of the Great Room, is paneled with the mate-

BALDINGER

rial on four sides, and the kitchen combines fir with concrete
countertops, Natural Steel backsplashes and a steel framework that were created by Craig and his brother Cavan of Half
Inch of Water Studios. “My brother is a great craftsman, so
everything in the house in handcrafted. We wanted the entire
structure to feel like a piece of well-built furniture,” he shared.
He envisioned the steel framework for the kitchen cabinetry
that was prefabricated and entirely removable, and commissioned his brother for the job. “He built this massive piece
and delivered it, and we realized we couldn’t get it through
the door,” he laughs. “So, we cut it into pieces in the yard, and
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re-welded it in the kitchen.” His brother also helped create the
concrete countertops that are part of the kitchen. “As an architect, I enjoy using my own home as an experiment to see what
will or will not work in my clients’ homes,” he added.
The family married their spirit of experimentation with their
desire to maintain the spirit of the house, and kept the smaller
bathrooms that are punctuated by subway tiles and the same
hand-poured concrete countertops found in the kitchen. Craig
experimented with using stucco in the shower area as an alternative to tile: a challenge to execute but a beautiful outcome.
Eventually, their older kids moved on and a one-day showing by a realtor friend brought an equally intrigued client
40 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO
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one Saturday who shortly after moved in as the couple
moved out to a new project just down the street. “I was happy that we could turn this house around and show people
that you don’t need to tear these homes down. You can get
higher vaulted ceilings and you can create a modern home
on a budget.” Indeed, this home proves that everything old
can be made new again, and that the great outdoors can be
beautifully integrated with interior spaces in Texas’ steamy
climate. u
ARCHITECT Craig McMahon Architects
210.710.3874 | Cmarchtx.com
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GreenScapes
Landscaping
design • build • maintain

OU TDO OR LU X U RY
Whether it is enjoying a morning cup of coffee and newspaper or an evening nightcap on your patio, your backyard should be
an extension of your home. We will help you create a seamless transition from inside to outside.

GreenScapesAustin.com

|

512.263.3669

Design | Greer Interior Design
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Clean

SLATE
By Julie Catalano
Photography by Ryann Ford

Moving from a Tribeca apartment to the wide open spaces
of Texas with only a side table and a few pieces of art,
this young family from New York City had a very
important requirement for their new life —
the space had to have a cool city vibe that would look
right at home in the West Lake Hills area of Austin.

N

ot just cool — custom cool. For Jennifer
Greer Hartmann, owner and principal designer of GREER Interior Design in Austin,
that meant starting from the ground up,
literally. The concept for the five-bedroom,
six-bath split level project began with the

area rugs.
The rugs “set the palette and the general design direction in
each area,” says Hartmann, who believes that rugs are “art on
the floor, especially in a modern residence.” For the living area
on the entry level, a large wool and silk rug by David Alan Rugs
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lent a “touch of a traditional feel, but it’s so simple, it complements all the modern pieces in the room really well.”
Those pieces include a stunning coffee table designed by
Hartmann for GREER in black limba wood with a high gloss
finish, which despite its name has golden caramel color variations with black streaks. “We wanted something really strong
and simple that complemented all of the colors and tones
in the room.” The richly hued A. Rudin sofa that Hartmann
describes as a “modern take on a Chippendale sofa” is a focal point that anchors the light and airy space, covered in Big
Dreams velvet fabric in Malibu by Great Plains.
Another striking piece is an A. Rudin chaise lounge upholstered in durable Wall to Wall fabric in Antique Silver by Great
Plains. “It’s two-way seating,” explains Hartmann. Big enough
for two, “you can either sit and look into the room, or sit on the
other side and look out.” Either way, it’s a lovely view.
After a “cozy” Manhattan kitchen, the homeowners are “in
seventh heaven,” says Hartmann, with a separate refrigerator
and freezer, an island with a quartzite stone countertop and
walnut wood base, and counter stools by Lawson Fenning with
fabric in Mirage by Great Plains. The nearby terrace lures with

an outdoor fireplace topped with a television, and lounge chairs
and settee by Teak Warehouse in Sunbrella Outdoor fabric in
Taupe, to enjoy the big game or take in the impressive views.
Custom-designed furniture can be found in the master bedroom, with a bed/headboard and lacquer nightstands by GREER;
and in the man’s study off the foyer on the entry level. GREER
Interior Design has access to artisans and work rooms that they
use to create custom furniture from their designs so that each
customer has a truly unique space. “We added the stained oak
shelving and the millwork so that it’s a functional place to work.
There’s a hidden printer and paper shredder.” The custom desk
and metal side table is by Lawson Fenning, as is the lounge
chair in Greener Pastures leather by Jerry Pair in Tomato. The
area rug is 100 percent wool by Black Sheep Unique.
With no shortage of visitors to this hilltop home, the lower
garden level serves as the ideal spot for house guests, with
the media room right off the pool as the gathering place. The
media room is also the showcase for a favorite work of art by
Robert Dutesco from his famed The Wild Horses of Sable Island
collection. “This is an important piece,” recalls Hartmann. “In
our very first meeting we talked about where that photograph
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was going to go.” The sectional sofa by Minotti, in We Love
Fabric by Pollack in Atmosphere, along with swivel lounge
chairs by Holly Hunt in Masquerade fabric in Dark Shadow by
Great Plains, sit atop a 100 percent Banana Silk rug by Black
Sheep Unique that ties in perfectly with the exposed limestone wall. The high gloss stained media cabinet is a custom
design by GREER. The game table is by McGuire Furniture. And a nearby mini-kitchenette saves trips to the
upstairs kitchen for snacks and beverages.

The garden level also houses three guest bedrooms and a
child’s room, and are the only rooms that are carpeted; the
rest of the house has hickory floors (“stained darker to make it
a little more classic and crisp to work with the stronger colors
we were adding to the design,” says Hartmann).
One guest room is punctuated with a side chair by Bright
Group, with Block by Kirby Design fabric in Pumpkin. With
simple linen drapery, a clean-lined bed by Room and Board,
cool lamps by Arteriors, and Herringbone wallpaper in Griege
by Hermès, it has “a high-end Austin hotel
vibe,” says Hartmann.
“This project was a pleasure,” says Hartmann, primarily because “the architecture
was so clean, modern and minimal we were
able to infuse the house with the family’s personality through the furnishings.” With so
many looking for a modern, fuss-free lifestyle,
says Hartmann, simple doesn’t necessarily
mean stark. “Even when simply done, we try
to make a home feel rich and interesting, and
comfy and cozy all at the same time.” The
homeowners, she adds, “love it. It’s very different from NYC. Here, they have lots of space
and a gorgeous view.” u
GREER INTERIOR DESIGN
512.323.9298 | Greerinteriordesign.com
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Open House/
Customer Appreciation Party
Saturday, April 29th

Woodworking at its finest

TRADITIONAL ... TUSCAN ... OLD WORLD ... CONTEMPORARY ... MODERN ... COMMERCIAL ... FURNITURE

KINGWOOD HAS PRODUCED IN EXCESS OF 5000 KITCHENS AND RELATED PROJECTS IN ITS 40
YEAR HISTORY. WE HAVE OUR FURNITURE GRADE CUSTOM CABINETRY DESIGNS GRACING HOMES
THROUGHOUT TEXAS AND THE UNITED STATES . . . FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT
OUR FREDERICKSBURG SHOWROOM.
401 South Lincoln Street

Fredericksburg, Texas 78624

830.990.0565

www.kingwoodcabinets.com

Design | Why This Space Works

PASSIONATELY

PURPLE
By Mauri Elbel
Photography by Ryann Ford

Part glam. Part French Forties. That’s how Julie Evans
of JEI Design describes the sumptuous master suite
she curated for clients remodeling their West Austin
home sitting on two manicured acres tucked back
from one of the prettiest streets in the city.

E

ntering the revamped space, the eyes are
immediately drawn to the regal bed, upholstered in a deep purple mohair, that
stands out against a glittery grass cloth wall
flanked by mirrored night stands and illuminated with Murano lighting.
Strong, sophisticated and glamourous characterize the
overall mood of the room, but it’s the subtle surprises and
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clever contrasts that create the drama. Just beyond the plush
purple bed, an intricately carved fireplace adds warmth and
romance to the room. The addition of silk upholstered arm
chairs surrounding a white clover-shaped table creates a cozy
sitting space. A petite black vanity bedecked with perfumes
and flowers stands out against luxe floral draperies.
Marrying purples, silvers, taupes and grays with underlying lavender tones — a color palette inspired by the painting
above the fireplace — Evans relies on contrasting sheens and
textures to create layers of shade and value. The designer says
this tried and true application adds to the luxury of the space
while creating balance.
“All the contrasting textures and elements play against each
other for an intriguing mix that feels anything but stuffy or
staid,” says the designer whose overall task was to make the
home lighter, brighter and party-ready. “She (the homeowner)
loves a glamorous feeling but asked that we give the space a
fresh approach. She likes girlie things, but wanted her husband to like it, too.”
Balance is achieved through Evans’ thoughtful selections.
The largest element in the room, for example, is the deep purple bed sitting atop a silvery silk and wool rug — a look which
is far from feminine but softened with a whimsically elegant
chandelier above and eye-catching throw pillows by Deborah
Main Designs. Selections, while beautiful, remain practical

and livable –– for example, the duvet cover’s polyester fabric
means the family dogs can rest there, too.
Off of the bedroom, travertine floors and countertops shine
in the enviable master bath where the same gray textured
wallpaper featured in the bedroom shimmers and unifies
the connecting spaces. With separate “His” and “Hers” bathrooms, Evans says there wasn’t a need to create a gender neutral space. Rather, an unapologetically feminine soaking tub
sits beneath a decadent chandelier from Jean Marc Fray, serving as the focal point of a bathroom rife with textures and colors that make the space feel like an extension of the bedroom.
“Shining glimmering glass always makes a space seem special,” says Evans. “The art was a piece from the owners’ collection. We decided the perfect place was over the tub.”
Evans’ well-edited use of furnishings and décor — shimmering chandeliers paired with silk upholstered chairs and
mirrored furniture that contrasts with plush fabrics — combines to create an alluring, well-edited space that’s sophisticated and interesting without being over-the-top.
“I love the way each element plays off another,” says Evans.
“Although the space is glamourous, the overall feel is still very
tailored and restrained.” u
DESIGNER JEI Design, Inc.
512.330.9179 | Julieevans.net
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FACTORY BUILDER
STORES

2017 is all about designing smarter. Cabinet manufacturers are adding practical
elements to their designs without losing the timeless looks that continue to be
popular. Here’s our top six cabinet design trends to look out for this year.

u

6

NEW
CABINET
DESIGN
TRENDS
FOR

2017
By Laura Kendler
Photography courtesy of
Factory Builder Stores

INTERIOR ACCESSORIES
Interior cabinet accessories are trending towards smart and efficient. They’re
especially useful as homeowners opt
for open kitchen designs without upper
cabinets, and can be tailored to fit your
exact needs. Customizable pegs in your
lower cabinets allow you to store your
plates and bowls easily and securely,
while other accessories are designed to
better store cutting boards, spices, pans
and coffee pod holders.
To achieve a clean, open feel to the
kitchen, cabinet manufacturers are hid50 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO
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ing shelving in upper cabinets, which
move up or down with the press of a button. You can even hide a TV. And drawers have built-in charging stations for
your phone or tablet.
Interior accessories are not only limited to kitchen cabinets. For example, a
drying rack pulls out from laundry cabinets and allows you to dry your sweater
without stretching it on a hanger. We’re
also seeing more pull-down shelving that
allows for a perfect hanging rack that
can be tucked away when not in use.

FUNCTIONALITY
Cabinet manufacturers are also changing the way cabinet
doors and drawers
function. Biplane cabinet doors pull out and
slide open — a lot like
a barn door, while
hydraulic, easy-close
doors fold up and out
of the way with the touch of a button. These are perfect applications for kitchens where space is limited.
OTHER ROOMS
Don’t be afraid to unleash custom cabinets
throughout your entire
home this year. An entrance way with bench
seating and cabinets hides
the clutter in the front of
your home and creates
a convenient place to remove and put on shoes.
A daybed surrounded by
cabinets in an office or
living space makes a cozy
sanctuary for an afternoon nap or to open a good book. Or
revamp a powder room with custom cabinets. Bonus: choose
a custom color to add personality to your space. The point
is to be creative and create an elegant space that’s practical
for you and your family. These side projects add character to
your home and can be done with a smaller budget.
RUSTIC TO INDUSTRIAL STYLES
Rustic designs are trending in 2017. Distressed cabinetry is
as popular as ever, especially in Texas. Many designers are
using reclaimed wood and adding the signature barn door “X”
in their designs.
Shiplap is in and is
being used in a variety of designs. Shiplap
is slightly overlapped
wooden boards layered horizontally. It’s
becoming more and
more popular in interior spaces, often used
to cover entire walls or
smaller areas to accessorize. We’re starting

to see shiplap added on drawers, cabinets and island caps. Either way, it looks great and goes with almost any look.
We’ll also continue to see industrial designs in 2017. As
mentioned above, homeowners like clean, open kitchens,
which work well with this style. Wood features, like shiplap
or reclaimed wood, combined with neutral tones and metal
surfaces, come together to create a “warehouse look.”
METALS
Brushed gold is
back, especially in
accessories. Cabinet
hardware is going gold
to complement both
industrial and rustic designs. Gold can
also be found in light
fixtures and sconces,
floating shelves accented with brushed gold and gold accessories displayed on
shelves and countertops.
Although gold is popular for accessories, other metals are being used in design applications. Metal surfaces can be a focal
point or a “chicken coop” effect can be used to dress up a cabinet.
LIGHTING
Sleek and modern lighting is brightening 2017 and beyond. Just like refrigerators with theater lighting, cabinet
shelves are also getting lighter. Ribbons of LED lights are
showing up inside and outside of cabinets — on the inside of
cabinets doors to show off contents; along the floor to work
as nightlights and
concealed in crown
molding to wash ceilings with light.
Adding efficiency
to our cabinets is a
welcomed 2017 trend
and this year will continue to bring innovation in our homes.
When you’re ready to add the latest trends to your home, visit
a Factory Builder Stores Showroom near you for help. u
Established in 1988, Factory Builder Stores is the largest
contract distributor in Texas. With showrooms in Austin,
College Station, Corpus Christi, Dallas, Houston and San
Antonio, they supply more than 40 different brands of
appliances, cabinets and Whirlpool bathtubs. Contact their
Austin showroom at 512.834.1442 and their San Antonio showroom at 210.349.9333, and visit their website at
Factorybuilderstores.com.
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SAN MARCOS
IRON DOORS
AND
CANTERA STONE

u

PICTURE
PERFECT

Choosing to add custom metal work to your home or business is the ultimate
design statement. A finely crafted iron door, light fixture or dramatic sculpture
all say that quality, elegance and craftsmanship live here.

A

wrought iron front door, for example, creates a stunning first impression and adds instant curb appeal to all architectural styles — traditional, transitional and modern. For homeowners who have been in
the same house for years and want something new without breaking the bank, a custom designed iron door becomes an impressive focal point at a much lower cost than remodeling an entire
exterior. For new construction and high-end offices, contemporary and very cool pivot
doors are a popular and eye-catching choice.
Custom iron doors also provide practical advantages over wood such as durability,
reliability and energy efficiency. At San Marcos Iron Doors, we use brand new, firsthand iron in order to offer clients the finest quality in our own unique line of colors.
Homeowners love the idea that metal is completely recyclable and eco-friendly.
For someone new to shopping for custom metal work, it can seem like a daunting
process that sometimes involves difficult decisions. Every day we walk first-time buyers through the steps to find the perfect door. Our longtime experience in the market
gives us a competitive edge, finding solutions to meet our clients’ needs and making
the process as smooth and seamless as possible.
While we stock a wide range of iron doors, we also enjoy giving our clients the chance
to design and create a custom project for their homes. To see this in action, a client
came in with a pencil drawing of an ornate iron door they wanted for their home. The
drawing was sent to our artist who converted it to a CAD (computer aided design) file
format, which was then sent to our fabrication department where a selected artisan
handcrafted that design into real-life art to the client’s specifications. After the finished
product went through a series of inspections, we sent it off to an experienced technician
for installation.
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FROM START
TO FINISH
Sketch

Aside from our high-end
luxury custom iron doors, we
also provide the highest quality
of natural cantera stone manufactured by skilled artisans;
each piece of work is crafted by
hand, one at a time. From cantera columns, fireplaces, balustrades and more, the possibilities are endless.
Whether it’s that fabulous
door you’ve been wishing for,
a sculpture, wine cellar or wall
art, fence or fireplace screen, every piece goes through the same
process, from a drawing on a
page to a dream come to life.
And that’s how we take your
custom metal work idea from
picture to perfect! u

CAD Rendering

Final Product

San Marcos Iron Doors is the premiere custom wrought iron door company in the market
with 35 years’ experience in handcrafted doors, railings, staircases, furniture, sculptures
and much more. They have four Texas locations with showrooms at: 2525 IH35 South, San
Marcos, 512.949.3667; 219 West Nakoma, San Antonio, 210.651.3201; and their newest location in San Antonio at 18730 Stone Oak Parkway, 210.446.4459. For more information, visit
Sanmarcosirondoors.com.
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TO BOLDLY
GO
By Julie Catalano

In a world where television commercials encourage
us to “enjoy the go,” no subject is too delicate for
discussion — a good thing when shopping for a high
end accessory that offers happy and hygienic
cleansing for those most private moments.

W

hether you consider a bidet
(pronounced bee-DAY) a luxury
or a necessity often depends on
your encounter with one, or lack
thereof. “I find that people shopping
for a bidet are those who have experienced one while traveling, come back and say, ‘I need one
of those,’” says Linda Leroux, sales consultant for Ferguson
Enterprises in San Antonio. For perplexed newbies, Leroux offers a simple description: “It’s like having a little shower after
you go to the bathroom.”
A very little shower indeed, aimed at (literally) one’s nether
regions. In a traditional standalone porcelain bidet with faucets, there are two options: a vertical spray or a horizontal
spray where the body is positioned accordingly for anterior
(front) or posterior (back) cleansing.
These require more planning, says Chris Rihn, outside builder sales, Expressions Home Gallery in San Antonio. “To install
a freestanding bidet, you will need three extra feet of space near
your existing toilet, a separate drain, and hot and cold water
lines.” For everyday use, it also requires moving from using the
toilet to using the bidet, keeping a towel nearby to dry off.
Bidet evolution got a big boost in the 1960s with the introduction of a bidet seat — an all-in-one plastic unit that replaces an
existing toilet seat and requires a nearby dedicated electrical
outlet. It provides an array of options such as heated water, retractable spray nozzle, blow dryer, deodorizer, nightlight, even
a remote control. Plus you don’t have to move from the toilet to
a freestanding bidet; after cleansing, you pat yourself dry with
toilet paper which is then flushed. They’re extremely popular,
says Rihn. “Once you get one, it’s hard to live without it.”
Like everything else, the cost of such convenience depends
on whether you go basic or go big. Standalone bidets can run
54 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN/SAN ANTONIO

into the thousands, but so can bidet
seats, although they don’t have to.
The Kohler C3®-125 Cleansing
Toilet Seat (MSRP $750) features a
heated seat, adjustable water pressure and temperature, LED lighting,
deodorizer, side seat controls, GripTight bumpers and more. The Icera
iWash® Electronic Bidet Seat (MSRP
$699) has a heated seat, rear and
front wash with oscillating option,
automated one touch wash-and-dry
cycle and more. The Duravit SensoWash® Starck bidet seat (MSRP $1,950) has a power-actuated lid
and seat, individual adjustments for air/seat temperature, nozzle
position and jet strength and more.
Manufacturers provide compatibility charts for selecting
the right bidet seat to fit on an existing toilet, but “people will
often get a new toilet at the same time to make sure everything goes together,” says Katy McBride, showroom consultant, The Bath and Kitchen Showplace in Austin. For the ultimate bidet experience, the newest, sleekest state-of-the-art
all-in-one intelligent toilets with integrated bidet options are
off-the-charts luxurious.
Kohler’s Numi® Intelligent Comfort Height® skirted onepiece elongated dual flush toilet (MSRP $6,338) features ambient lighting with eight colors, advanced cleansing with selfcleaning wand, air dryer, deodorizer, built-in speakers for FM
radio or personal portable device via Bluetooth, foot warmer,
and much more (remote control sold separately). Toto’s Neorest 550H Dual Flush Toilet (MSRP $5,750) features Washlet®
front/rear/soft mode cleansing, oscillating and pulsing comfort washing, SanaGloss® ceramic glaze, heated seat, air dryer, hands-free auto flush and more.
There are also some things you can’t put a price on, adds
McBride. For people with mobility issues or disabilities, or for
those who are aging in place, the ease of independent personal
cleansing “gives people a sense of being able to take care of
themselves. Going to the bathroom is a very personal and private thing. These products help people maintain their dignity
and privacy, and feel good, too.” u
THE BATH AND KITCHEN SHOWPLACE, A DIVISION OF
MOORE SUPPLY COMPANY, AUSTIN
512.454.4619 | Bkshowplace.com
EXPRESSIONS HOME GALLERY, SAN ANTONIO
210.349.7878 | Expressionshomegallery.com
FERGUSON BATH, KITCHEN & LIGHTING GALLERY
Austin: 512.445.5140 | San Antonio: 210.344.3013
Fergusonshowrooms.com
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Making A Solid Choice:

OUR GUIDE TO
COUNTERTOPS

Wood

With what seems like a million choices in countertop
materials, it’s not only confusing to know what the best
option is for your kitchen and bath, but also overwhelming to
stay on top of what’s new. We’d like to help you navigate the
countertop wars and choose the best fit for your family.

Materials: Wood or butcher-block countertops are made from
straight cuts of wood that are glued together.
Benefits: Warm, hardworking and budget-friendly. Though
they do require sealant, unlike other cost effective options like
laminate, wood is highly heat resistant. When sealed properly,
the wood is completely sanitary, even for cutting meat.
Customizable with stains and finishes.
Varieties: Wood countertops can be cut from many types of
wood, including Ash, Beech, Burch, Cherry, Hickory or Pine,
among others.
Good For: Traditional, modern or retro kitchens and ecofriendly homes. Easy maintenance kitchens that want a
warmer feel.

Granite

Material: Most popular material, until recently, Granite is a
natural stone that is cut and polished for surface use.
Benefits: Durable; heat and scratch resistant and available in a
wide array of patterns, colorways and styles. Timeless and easy
to clean, though yearly after maintenance is advised.
Varieties: Available in nearly endless colorways and patterns.
Good For: Any kitchen, especially high-traffic kitchens.

Laminate

Material: Having come a long way in look and functionality,
Laminate is made of particleboard with sheets of laminate or
melamine resin glued together for a sturdy, solid surface.
Benefits: Budget-friendly; mimics granite, marble or even
steel at a fraction of the cost and it’s moisture-proof. Designers
like Jonathan Adler are designing patterned countertops for a
one-of-a-kind look.
Varieties: Patterns mimicking stone, marble, wood, fabric,
leather and even rusted metal, in addition to richly hued solid
colors and textured patterns.
Good For: Mid-Century Modern or Retro kitchens. Kitchen
islands and easy maintenance kitchens.
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Marble

Material: A natural stone that’s cut and honed or polished for
surface use.
Benefits: Lends a natural, organic feel to the kitchen, and
also a hint of luxury. Can be as affordable as granite and even
less expensive than quartz. A naturally cool surface, great for
baking.
Varieties: Most commonly shades of white, often with grey
veins, though other varieties can be found. Choose honed for
a softer, more comfortable matte look or polished for a highshine, luxurious look.
Good For: Lightly used kitchens and Type A personalities who
love a truly clean, bright kitchen; or messy cooks who are chill
about the occasional etch or stain to which a naturally porous
material is prone.

Concrete

Material: Concrete countertops are made from a generalpurpose mortar mix: one part cement to three parts sand.
Benefits: Heat-resistant; very durable if sealed; shapes, edge
details and texture can be fully customized (i.e. you can add
recycled glass or stone pieces into the mixture); can be made
to look seamless with a filler and can be stained any variety
of colors.
Varieties: Leaving it natural looks like smooth grey concrete,
but it can be custom stained or colored, or even mixed with
other materials to add texture.
Good For: Modern, industrial or rustic style kitchens with
moderate use.

Quartz

Material: Quartz is an engineered material made from bits of
stone, resins and pigments that can be dyed a variety of hues.
Benefits: Practically maintenance free; resistant to stains,
scratches, heat, acid and nearly unbreakable. And thanks to the
non-porous surface, Quartz surfaces don’t need to be sealed
like natural stone surfaces.
Varieties: Available in a wide range of colors and patterns.
Good For: Larger families and busy cooks.

Stainless Steel

Soapstone

Material: Stainless steel is made of a metal alloy with
chromium content of around 10 percent.
Benefits: Industrial strength; durable; easy to clean and
antibacterial. It can be cut to any size and installed without
seams. It’s impervious to heat, rust, corrosion and stains.
Coordinates with any finishes.
Varieties: Available in satin, antique matte or specialty
finishes.
Good For: Modern or industrial style kitchens; families
concerned with hygienic cooking; high-traffic kitchens and
eco-friendly kitchens (it’s 100 percent recyclable).

Lava Stone

Quartzite

Material: A new countertop material, Volcanic Lava Stone
is extracted by hand from open-air quarries (usually in
Auvergne, France), then cut into slabs, glazed with enamel
and fired in a kiln at 1,300 degrees. During cooling, a smooth
crackled finish develops.
Benefits: Non-porous; highly resistant to stains, scratches,
shock and temperature changes; low maintenance; durable;
each slab is completely unique and available in a wide variety
of colors; can be installed without seams.
Varieties: Available in just about any color imaginable,
including neutrals. Can be shiny or matte with an ultra
smooth, crackled finish.
Good For: Large budget kitchens; statement kitchens and
busy cooks; eco-friendly kitchens (nearly indestructible, so
waste is minimal).
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Material: Non-porous, quarried natural stone. Composed
mostly of mineral talc with higher amounts of quartz for
countertop use.
Benefits: Beautiful color; smooth matte feel; resistant to
bacteria and can be sanded or oiled to restore. Doesn’t
require yearly sealing.
Varieties: Available in a range of greys from light to dark, all
with subtle veining.
Good For: Any kitchen.

Material: Quartzite is a natural stone that is cut and polished
for surface use.
Benefits: Since it’s harder than Granite, Quartzite does not
scratch or etch but as a natural stone, it still needs sealing to
help resist staining. It’s also heat-resistant and an easy-care
stone, needing just a wipe from a damp cloth and mild soap
to clean. Veining varies from slab to slab, so no two are exactly
alike.
Varieties: Most often white or grey with brown and black
veins, but you can occasionally find colored Quartzite if
the original rock had impurities that impacted color - for
example, iron oxide can create pink or red hues, where other
minerals can add yellow, green or even blue.
Good For: A long-term, high-quality kitchen that gets high
use but needs easy maintenance. Though natural stone can
be quite costly, the quality is unmatched.
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SPRING FORWARD

Pantone picks “Greenery” as their 2017 Color of the Year
Photography courtesy of Panache Interiors
“This is the color of hopefulness, and of our connection to nature. It speaks to what we call the ‘re’ words: regenerate,
refresh, revitalize, renew. Every spring we enter a new cycle and new shoots come from the ground. It is something
life affirming to look forward to,” says Leatrice Eiseman, the executive director of the Pantone Color Institute.

W

hen selecting their color pick
each year, Pantone explains
how they scour the earth searching for color trends — they are not
exactly the trend maker. But Austin
designer Sharon Radovich of Panache
Interiors has been choosing shades of “Greenery” for years.
“I often suggest green to enliven a space, especially when a
room lacks a green view outside. It’s not right for every project, but most spaces can use a bit of green to invigorate it,”
says Radovich, adding, “We need that connection to nature to
renew and sustain us. In our hyperactive, fast-paced world,
nature is essential for its restorative/relaxation effect.”
So if you decide to commit to a bright green wall or accessory, how long will this be on trend? Radovich says that historically, color had a seven year life span, moving in slowly
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and peaking around five years. She jokes that when you can
find it in Rubbermaid products, it’s done. “Now it’s hard to say
how long a color trend will live. Neutrals have a longer trend
life than brights. We started using gray during the ‘espresso’
trend and it is still hot (it is browning up, though). Because
“Greenery” is rejuvenating, I think it will have a good run. In
contrast, Pantone’s pastel duo from 2016, Serenity and Rose
Quartz, faded away. The issue with trends is the market gets
saturated with the same look and it becomes un-notable even
if the room itself is beautiful,” Radovich explains.
As for her final piece of ‘Greenery” design advice, “Never follow a trend to be on trend. Be authentic to your own style. If you
love green, use it as it won’t matter to you if it’s on trend.” u
PANACHE INTERIORS
512.452.7773 | Panacheinteriors.com
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PILOT BY KNOLL™,
an innovative swivel lounge chair by designers
Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby of the
London-based studio Barber
& Osgerby, Knoll.com

ANARCORD BY ALMA DESIGN,
comfortable and light, it looks like a thin leaf sustained
by a metallic skid frame structure, Cavalleri.com

CORAL PENDANT BY DAVID TRUBRIDGE,
available at Lights Fantastic,
512.452.9511 | Lightsfantastic.com

2017

ANN SACKS TILE,
“Made” stoneware ceramic tile and “Metro Nuovo,”
“Profile” and “Sicis” glass tiles (Suitable for pools, too!),
ANN SACKS-Austin, 512.322.9979 | Annsacks.com

Color
of the
Year

BAMBOO WALLPAPER COLOR SPRING
BY SCHUMACHER,
available at Austin Design House,
Austindesignhouse.com | info@austindesignhouse.com

GINNA NECKLACE,
jade nephrite, peridot, biwa (stick pearls) and sterling
pendant strung with peridot and freshwater pearls accented
with sterling beads and closure by Beth McElhaney Jewelry,
512.587.7843 | Bethmcelhaneyjewelry.com

BANANA LEAVES ICE BUCKET AND PALM LEAF PILLOW ,
by Katie Kime, 512.358.4478 | Katiekime.com

KITCHENAID® ARTISAN® SERIES 5 QUART TILT-HEAD
STAND MIXER IN GREEN APPLE,
available at Ferguson,
512.445.5140, 210.344.3013 | Fergusonshowrooms.com

PANTONE® 15-0343 TPG
Greenery

SILK BROCADE PILLOW,
multi-tone green paisley swirl by Deborah Main Designs,
512.447.9807 | Deborahmaindesigns.com
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Department | Food

CHOCOLATE
FOOD OF THE GODS

By Claudia Alarcon
Photography courtesy of Crave Artisan Chocolate

Chocolate, one of the world’s most beloved foodstuffs, is also one of the most intriguing. From its unique
botanical characteristics to its complex history and symbolic nature, cacao holds a special place in the
world’s gastronomy. After all, it wasn’t an accident that Carl Linnaeus named the cacao tree Theobroma,
meaning “food of the gods.” It is important to note that the term cacao refers to the plant or its fruit
and beans before processing, while chocolate refers to products made from the beans.

I

n the book The True History of Chocolate, Sophie
and Michael Coe argue that the earliest linguistic evidence of chocolate consumption dates back
three or even four millennia to the pre-Columbian
cultures of Mesoamerica, although the tree is native to the Amazon basin. No one knows exactly
when the first person turned cacao beans into a beverage,
but there is archeological evidence that the ancient cultures
of Mexico used cacao in a variety of drinks, gruels, porridges, powders and solid substances, flavored with native ingredients such as vanilla, chiles, honey, annatto, allspice and
the flowers of various Mesoamerican trees. The cacao tree
figures prominently in Classic Maya mythology, depicted in
ceramic vessels and stone carvings as a sacred image. Both
the Maya and Aztec considered cacao valuable enough to use
as currency, and reserved its consumption to the elite.
After the Conquest, the Spaniards modified the beverage
to their taste adding cane sugar to balance the bitterness and
substituting native flavorings with familiar ones such as cinnamon, anise and black pepper. By the 17th century, chocolate was a fashionable drink throughout Europe, believed to
have nutritious, medicinal and even aphrodisiac properties,
and it remained a privilege of the rich until the Industrial
Revolution made mass production possible. In 1828, a Dutch
chemist named Coenraad Van Houten patented his method
for removing most of the cacao butter from processed cacao
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(known as “liquor”) through a hydraulic press, reducing the
amount of cacao butter to about 27 percent and leaving a solid
that could be pulverized into a fine powder to which he added
alkaline salts. This product became known as Dutch cocoa.
The first modern chocolate bar is credited to Joseph Fry, who
in 1847 discovered that he could make a moldable chocolate
paste by adding melted cacao butter back into Dutch cocoa.
Why is chocolate so alluring? “The scientist in me has a logical answer: chocolate contains phenethylamine — the same
chemical your brain produces when you’re in love,” says Mary
Collazo of San Antonio’s Chocollazo. “Personally, I believe
the allure lies in the timelessness and familiarity of it. Deepseated traditions like Easter baskets, heart-shaped boxes with
assorted chocolates, chocolate coins, etc., all tie back to happy
childhood memories.”
The chocolatier carries about 10 truffle flavors and other
confections like caramel sea turtles, hand-painted chocolate
bars (with inclusions ranging from potato chips to gummy
bears to locally roasted Ethiopian coffee beans), and a chipotle English toffee. They shake things up seasonally with items
like European-style drinking chocolate prepared tableside
in a French press, a hot hatch chile truffle available during
HEB’s Hatch Chile Festival in August, and a beef jerky chocolate bar developed specially for San Antonio’s Meat Week.
Chocollazo’s chocolate-covered bacon bouquets are a hit for
Valentine’s Day, and one of their most successful creations
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is a bacon-German chocolate truffle. “I take pride in offering
something fresh and off-the-beaten path like Guinness Stout
infused chocolates. Thai iced tea and a pb&j truffle are currently in the works.”
“Chocolate is a very unique and special ingredient that
immediately evokes words and feelings of love, happiness,
health and well-being in everyone,” says veteran Austin
chocolatier Krystal Craig. “For me, handcrafting artisan
chocolate products has always been alluring because the
challenge and skill it takes to work with chocolate keeps the
mind extremely stimulated. Chocolate is a strangely sensitive ingredient that requires patience and understanding.
The final product is so beautiful, and can be enjoyed through
multiple senses.”
Craig, who has been making chocolate since 2005 and
founded Crave Artisan Chocolate in 2012, prefers to eat
chocolate ranging anywhere from 60 – 85 percent cacao, but
for working purposes she stays in the 60-70 percent cacao
range. These numbers refer to the total percentage of ingredients by weight that come
from the cacao bean, including the chocolate liquor and
cacao butter. In general,
the higher the percentage,
the darker and more flavorful the chocolate. “The
taste I’m looking to create
in my confections, which is
a complementary balance
between the chocolate and
the added ingredients, best
works in this percentage
range.” In addition to being
nuanced and delicious, dark chocolate also boasts health
benefits that overly sweetened, mass-produced milk chocolate does not possess.
Craig is a pioneer in hosting beer and chocolate pairings,
teaming up with other businesses in Austin to offer guided
and self-guided pairings. “I feel most people still think of chocolate and wine pairings as the norm, often imagining beer and
chocolate as an odd coupling,” says Craig. “When I started my
chocolate career I had no idea that I would end up working
so much with beer, but now I even collaborate on a seasonal
chocolate stout with Austin Beerworks. I truly enjoy pairing
chocolate with all types of beer, but if you were going to try
your own pairing at home I would recommend beer that already promotes flavors you naturally think of as going well
with chocolate. These include coffee, smoke, toasted nuts,
malt, etc., that can be found in many stouts, porters, doppelbocks or brown ales.”
Later this spring Craig and her husband, Chef Ian Thurwachter, will open Intero, an Italian restaurant in East Austin.

The front area will act as a retail space for Crave chocolates
with a prominent chocolate counter and coffee service, offering staple and seasonal truffles, barks and sipping chocolates.
They plan to continue hosting and expanding their beer and
chocolate pairing events at the new space.
Another pillar in the Austin chocolate scene, Chocolaterie
Tessa specializes in handmade, European-style confections
including truffles, molded chocolates and an award-winning
salted butter caramel. Owner Tessa Halstead, who opened
her family-run business in 2012, hails from a family of chocolate makers with a 30-year history in Texas and is making waves with an interesting single-origin collection made
from cacao beans grown exclusively in a specific region. Like
wine, chocolate has a terroir, producing a wide variety of flavors that vary depending on the climate, soil and topography
of its region of origin. “Purchasing bean-to-bar, or “craft”
chocolate, is a way to support smaller producers who have
a more direct connection to the farmers of cacao,” says Halstead. “The chocolate makers that I work with are extremely
passionate about perfecting
their craft and they are also
intentional about how their
decisions affect the entire
chocolate supply chain. One
of my producers travels to
each of his origin countries
to inspect the cacao during harvest. He knows the
farmers by name and works
hand-in-hand with them to
ensure the highest quality
every step of the way.”
Aside from ethics, the flavors of craft chocolate can be far superior. While larger chocolate producers tend to sell overly sweet chocolates with mass
appeal, craft chocolate makers highlight chocolate’s natural
nuanced flavors. “Our collection is designed so that each piece
tastes quite differently from the next. We want the taster to
have a unique experience with each bite,” says Halstead. The
collection comes with tasting notes designed to guide you
through the flavors you may experience, and is an outstanding way to sample some of the world’s best chocolates in their
purest form. u
CHOCOLLAZO, SAN ANTONIO
210.776.3963 | Chocollazo.com
CRAVE ARTISAN CHOCOLATE, AUSTIN
512.657.8098 | Craveartisanchocolate.com
CHOCOLATERIE TESSA, AUSTIN
512.200.2837 | Chocolaterietessa.com
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

2017 KITCHEN AND
BATH TRENDS
Considering a remodel of your kitchen or bathroom? Take
a look at some of the new trends for design and appliances to
update your space in 2017.
BLACK IS THE NEW STAINLESS STEEL
Tired of seeing fingerprints all over your
shiny stainless steel refrigerator? Appliance manufacturers now offer an alternative: Black Stainless Steel. If the industrial
feeling of stainless steel doesn’t fit your design aesthetic, black stainless steel offers
the same durability with a warmer feeling
and it is almost always smudge-proof.

KAYVON LEATH,

Executive Director,
Austin NARI

STORAGE FOR EVERYTHING
Whether you want to hide your garbage
can, or are looking for a better way to store
root vegetables, most cabinet makers provide solutions that fit standard size garMARTHA BIZZELL,
bage cans, include baskets for vegetable
Executive Director,
NARI San Antonio
ventilation or a solution to hide countertop
appliances like coffee makers or toaster ovens.
For space-constrained kitchens, consider adding a wall of
floor-to-ceiling cabinets that provide storage and a clean visual
line to make small spaces feel large.
BOLD COLORS AND PATTERNS
2017 trends include everything from the bold use of black and
white or deeply hued tones of emerald, ruby or sapphire. Not
ready to dive into a bold color? Brighten rooms up with pops of
color or pattern in draperies, shower curtains or other upholstered items such as chairs or bar stools.
Tile patterns have emerged as a way to add texture. Or put
a fresh spin on the backsplash with large geometric patterns.
COMFORT IS JUST A REQUEST AWAY
Technology continues to find its way into remodeling projects.
Amazon’s Alexa serves as a voice-activated interface for many
smart home devices. Google Home’s voice assistant launched about
a month ago. These intelligent tools can give a weather report, dim
the lights, turn on the hot tub or start the ceiling fan, just by asking.
Amazon continues to work with smart home companies that
offer lighting, heating and cooling or sound products, and integrate to provide the best experience for homeowners. u
To find a professional remodeler in Austin or San Antonio,
visit Austinnari.org or Remodelsanantonio.org.

Department | Fabulous Finds

PURPLE
REIGN
By Julie Catalano
Photography courtesy of
Hill Country Lavender

What is it about lavender?
Some say it’s the captivating
fragrance. Others go crazy
for the color it adds to
homegrown gardens.
Many find relief in its
legendary healing
properties, others keep
it as a kitchen staple.
Spectacularly versatile and
almost universally loved,
lavender takes center stage
in two annual Texas festivals.
In short: Lavender rules.

T

“

he public is much more
educated about lavender,” says Tasha Brieger
Corradini of Hill Country
Lavender in Blanco, the first
commercial lavender farm
in Texas. “They want a much larger product
line. They want more scents mixed with it because lavender is a great mixer; you can put it
with a lot of other things. It’s a much different
clientele now, instead of just ‘Oooo lavender,
what do you do with it?’”
Just about anything you can think of. Corradini carries about 75 different products,
most of them made by her and husband Robert. Wash with it, clean with it, cook with it,
drink it in tea, even repel insects (reportedly
mosquitoes and moths) with it. But the handy
herb really shines in the therapeutic arena, as
users swear by its benefits for everything from
anxiety to headaches, burns, sleep disorders,
hair loss, skin and respiratory problems and
more. Sprinkle dried buds on salads or desserts, or tie them up in a sachet for a drawer or
TPWD
closet. “Four of our best sellers are body but-
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ter, bar soap, spray mist and a little pillow that
you throw in your dryer to make your sheets
smell yummy,” says Corradini.
With all this talk about lavender, it’s inevitable that “growing your own” becomes a tantalizing prospect. Jane Stephens, treasurer of
the Blanco-based Texas Lavender Association
(TLA), and owner with husband Mitchell of M
& J Lavender Farm in Johnson City, says that
whether or not lavender is easy to grow is debatable. “For some people it’s hard, but not
for others.” The tendency to overwater does a
lot of plants in, she says, and advises a lighter
touch once the young plants are “settled in and
really growing.” As always, common sense is
useful. “If you put it where your sprinkler system hits it all the time, it will die.”
The TLA website (texaslavenderassociation.org) has a section called “Growing Lavender Successfully in Texas,” with tips on
sun (lots of it), soil, fertilizing, disease control, pruning and more. Stephens says that
membership is open to all who love lavender
and want to learn more about it, with both associate and professional memberships. “It’s

nual lavender fest. “Some years we’ve had massive blooms,
the fields looked great and people could cut their own. Some
years we haven’t had bloom one.” It doesn’t seem to have
any effect on the festival’s attendance; people still attend to
tour nearby farms and revel in all things lavender. Still, Aly is
bracing for the inevitable calls from lavender lovers, looking
for the answer to the unanswerable — good crop or not? “We
often tease that we need to have a ‘LavCam’ at the farms so
that people can watch the crops for themselves.”
Corradini, too, says she “has no idea” what spring and summer will bring. Winter weather is key. “We got cold which is
really good and we got some rain which is really good, so all
indications are looking fairly positive. It’s one of those things
where we just hold our breath.” Except to stop and smell the
lavender, of course. u

Festival information:
19th Annual Becker Vineyards
Lavender Festival, Stonewall

Becker Vineyards
May 6-7, 2017
830.644.2681
Free admission (except lavender luncheon)
beckervineyards.com

13th Annual Blanco Lavender Festival, Blanco
more than just a good smell,” she says. “When you are distilling it yourself like we do you learn about its many healing
properties,” adding that she believes that accounts for the
heightened interest in lavender. Their membership map on
the TLA website shows the highest concentrations of lavender farms in Central Texas and Hill Country, with others
scattered in the east, northwest and the Texoma region near
the Oklahoma border.
Nichole Bendele, public relations and tasting room coordinator at Becker Vineyards in Stonewall, a popular Hill Country winery and the site of their annual lavender festival, says
that lucky for lavender (and Texans), the mostly Spanish variety they grow at the vineyards “likes a hot, dry climate similar to Provence in France. Also “a well-draining sandy loam
soil.” Where different types of lavender grow best depends
on the climate. In Great Britain, for example, “a damp, cold
climate and well-drained soil are conducive to growing the
varieties there.” Their well-stocked gift shop features best
sellers like lotion (“with our own grapeseeds,” says Bendele),
a freshening room spray, and “our very popular lip balm.”
And that brings us to the ultimate question: What kind
of crop should we expect this year from our new favorite
herb? The short answer is, nobody knows. “It’s part of the
mystique,” says Libby Aly, executive director of the Blanco
Chamber of Commerce and committee chair of the town’s an-

Old Blanco County Courthouse Square
June 9-11, 2017
830.833.5101
Free admission (except craft beer tent)
blancolavenderfest.com
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Austin NARI
www.austinnari.org
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Realty Restoration
www.realtyrestoration.com
512.454.1661

INTERIOR DESIGN
NARI San Antonio
www.remodelsanantonio.org
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Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512.443.3200

CUSTOM CABINETRY & DESIGN

JEI Design, Inc.
www.jeidesign.com
512.330.9179

KingWood Fine Cabinetry
www.kingwoodcabinets.com
830.990.0565
Swanx
www.swanxcabinetry.com
512.809.6226

Panache Interiors
www.panacheinteriors.com
512.452.7773

Christopher Voss Inc.
Fourth Generation Iron Craftsman
www.christophervoss.com
210.843.4332
Colonial Iron Doors
www.colonialirondoors.com
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San Marcos Iron Doors
www.sanmarcosirondoors.com
San Antonio: 210.774.4606
San Marcos: 512.371.0313

Factory Builder Stores
www.factorybuilderstores.com
Austin: 512.834.1442
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LANDSCAPING
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www.greenscapesaustin.com
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Timeless Interiors
www.timelessinteriorstx.com
512.835.8453

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512.452.511

HOME REMODELING
CROSS
www.cross-tx.com
210.826.7200

MORTGAGE COMPANIES
Zander Blunt/Prime Lending
www.zanderblunt.com
512.381.4642

OUTDOOR LIVING
Homefield
www.homefieldliving.com
830.626.1971

Anthony Sylvan Pools
www.anthonysylvan.com
Austin: 512.258.1232
San Antonio: 830.980.9003

WINDOWS & DOORS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
DeVos Custom Woodworking
www.devoswoodworking.com
512.894.0464

Esperanza
www.myesperanza.com
512.260.2066

POOLS
KITCHEN & BATH

CUSTOM METAL WORK

MASTER-PLANNED
COMMUNITIES

LUMBER
Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210.344.8321
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Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210.344.8321
Martel
www.martelwindows.com
800.609.1596

WINDOW COVERINGS
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Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
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